Class Schedule

August
31 Course Introduction

September
2* Discussion Section, “Famine, Affluence, and Morality,” by Peter Singer
5 Republic pp. 32-43 (357a-368c)
7 Republic pp. 43-51 (368c-376c), 88-93 (412c-417b)
9* Discussion Section
12 Republic pp. 94-121 (419a-445e)
14 Republic pp. 213-216 (543a-546b), 217-240 (547b-569c)
16* Discussion Section *** SHORT EXAM ***
19 Republic pp. 213-216 (543a-546b), 217-240 (547b-569c) continued
21 Republic pp. 241-263 (571a-592b)
23* Discussion Section
26 Republic pp. 241-263 (571a-592b) continued
28 Republic pp. 241-263 (571a-592b) continued
30* Discussion Section *** ESSAY EXAM ***

October
3 Nicomachean Ethics, BK II, sec. 1-4
5 Nicomachean Ethics, BK II, sec. 5-9
7* Discussion Section
10 Nicomachean Ethics, BK II, sec. 5-9 (continued)
12 UNIVERSITY DAY, no classes 10 am to 1 pm
14* Discussion Section
17 Nicomachean Ethics, BK III, sec. 1-4
19 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 1-4 (continued)
21* Fall Break, no class
24 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5
26 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5 (continued) *** DRAFT OF MID-SEMESTER PAPER DUE ***
28* Discussion Section *** CRITIQUE DUE ***
31 Introduction to Utilitarianism, Ch. II *** FINAL VERSION OF MID-SEMESTER PAPER DUE ***

November
2 Utilitarianism Ch. II, (continued)
4* Discussion Section
7 Utilitarianism Ch. IV
9 Utilitarianism Ch. IV (continued)
11* Discussion Section
November (continued)

14 Introduction to *Groundwork* pp. 7-13 (393-401)
16 *Groundwork* pp. 13-17 (401-405)
18* Discussion Section ***** SHORT EXAM ***
21 *Groundwork* pp. 19-23 (406-412)
23 *Groundwork* pp. 23-29 (412-420)
25* HOLIDAY *** Thanksgiving ***
28 *Groundwork* (continued)
30 *Groundwork* pp. 29-32 (420-424)

December

2* Discussion Section
5 *Groundwork* pp. 32-38 (424-431)
7 *Groundwork* (continued) *** DRAFT OF TAKE HOME FINAL DUE ***
9* Discussion Section *** CRITIQUE DUE ***
17* Final Exam, Noon, in lecture hall